Product Datasheet

CLEVERON 403
Automated Pickup Solution for Small-Format Stores

Compact in Nature, Powerful by Design:

How it works:

The Cleveron 403 is a linear, compact automated package
storage, pickup, and returns system. Perfect for delivering 20200 packages-per-day, the Cleveron 403 enables retailers to
cost-effectively automate manual processes as they scale their
buy online pickup in-store program. From modular deployment
concepts to expedited package induction and returns procedures,
Cleveron 403 brings unprecedented benefits to retailers looking
to introduce automation, expand their capabilities, and evolve
their traditional retail environments with a modern, sleek solution.

1. Customer places order online or via the retailer’s app or
web browser
2. Once order is ready for pickup, customer is notified via email or
text with a unique pickup code
3. Customer scans their code and receives their order in less than
10 seconds

Key Features & Benefits

Automated pickup and returns for
stores with smaller footprint

Improve the customer
experience with package
pickup in under 10 seconds

Mitigate inventory loss with a
sleek, secure storage solution

The Cleveron 403 is compact, modular and efficiently automates the in-store package pickup
and returns process, delivering a consistently fast and easy in-store pickup experience.

Cost-effectively Improve Your Customer’s
Pickup Experience
As customer adoption of online shopping continues to grow,
retailers, grocers, and pharmacies across the country are
embracing automated pickup services to cost-effectively serve
more customers at the same time with an efficient, consistent,
and unforgettable customer experience.

CLEVERON 403 W4H2

CLEVERON 403 W6H2.5

 Trays:

Min: 25
Average: 100
Max: 157

Min: 52
Average: 200
Max: 342

 Width:

13 Ft.

19.68 Ft.

 Depth:

5 Ft.

5 Ft.

 Height:

6.5 Ft.

8 Ft.

Technical Specs
Questions?
Let a specialist know
how we can help at

The Cleveron 403 simplifies and streamlines internal processes
by enabling retailers to more effectively and securely store and
manage inventory. The compact design reduces the time it
takes to induct and retrieve packages to as little as 7 seconds.
Customize the color and vinyl wrapping of your Cleveron 403
to promote your unique brand and marketing initiatives. The
Cleveron 403’s adaptable software easily integrates into your
organization’s API and OMS.

bellhowell.net

The Bell and Howell Difference
Transforming business challenges into competitive advantages
Bell and Howell also includes a holistic service and support solution with each unit. These services including turnkey project
management, extensive service footprint, national parts network, advanced analytics, remote monitoring and IoT-enabled services.
With advanced analytics, we remotely diagnose problems, improve first-time-fixes (FTF), increase overall performance and even
service our customers’ machines before they know there might be an issue.

bellhowell.net

800-961-7358

3791 South Alston Ave, Durham, NC 27713
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